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  ❑ Management Accounting : Different perspectives

    ․ Managers’ goals : Maximisation of customer & shareholder values
       - Maximisation : Use of organisational resources with increased efficiency & effectiveness

         = Organisational resources : Comprised of financial (measurable) + non-financial (non-measurable)

 
       - Shareholder values : Maximisation of profits(returns)

       - Customer values : Provided(rendered) with products(services) that suits their need

         = Shareholder values and customer values do NOT always have positive correlations

         = Optimised(informed) management decisions may increase both shareholder & customer values

    ․ Management accounting : Generating information that can be useful for internal decision-making
       - Management accounting is intended different from financial accounting; however closely connected

       - Information is generated through processing of data; Use of different techniques

    ․ Management Accounting VS Financial Accounting

Management Accounting Financial Accounting

Intended Users
Internal stakeholders

 - Managers; Employees at ALL levels

External stakeholders

 - Shareholders, Creditors, Government

Regulations
No accounting standards or external rules

 - Managements’ needs are the priorities

Strict external standards, laws, rules

 - AUASB, Corporations Law

Source of Data

Financial + non-financial; Various sources

 - Existing(Core) accounting system

 - Physically sourced data from the fields

 - Market, customer, and other external data

Financial Data (Almost exclusively)

 - Existing(Core) accounting system

Nature of Info.

Past, Current and future-oriented

 - Subjective, relevant for the management

 - Specific to the managements’ needs

Past oriented

 - Reliable, verifiable

 - NOT always timely nor relevant

 - Highly aggregated

       Table 1.1) Management accounting and financial accounting

    ․ Management accounting and strategy
        - Management accounting serves a critical role in formulation and implementation of strategies

        - Strategy implementation : Planning and controlling are the keys of implementation of the strategy

          = Strategy : ‘Game plan’ for companies to attract the customers and differentiate themselves in the market

             → Corporate Strategy : In What business will we operate? Upper(Corporate) level strategies

                → (EX) Business items; Business Structure; Financing decisions

             → Business(Competitive) Strategy : How should we compete? Targeted for specific business levels

                → (EX) How to compete within its chosen market

        - Planning and control : Dealing with the specifics of strategy implementation

           = Planning : Setting out goals & objectives; Specifics to achieve them; Predicting(estimation) of results

              → How much should we budget for electricity this quarter?

           = Controlling : Comparing between the budgeted(estimated) results VS Actual results

              → After introducing a new system, have our targeted outputs been achieved?

        - Understanding of organisational vision / Mission statement / Objectives

          = Vision : What are we trying to become? → Long-term oriented abstract objectives of the company

          = Mission statement : Why are we doing this? → Purpose(boundaries) of the operations

          = Objective : What are we trying to achieve? → Specific & Quantified (short-term) aims of the company



  ❑ Performance measurement – Financial performance measures

    ․ Performance measurement system
        - Measuring (performance) between the actual figures and the pre-determined figures

        - Aims to support the monitoring activities to accomplish the organisational activities & entailed controls

          = Providing incentives to the high-achieving managers

          = Providing earlier warning signals to the management

          = Enhances decision-making activities

          = Strengthens the accountability, surveillance and controllability of the organisation

          = Encourages the effective allocation of resources

    ․ Financial performance measures : Indicators as in the financial terms
        - Expressed in number, dollars, ratio, percentage, and other arithmetic terms

        - Common indicators : Return on investment (ROI); Residual Income (RI); Economic Value Added (EVA)

        - Derives from the analysis of data from the financial statements

          = Focused figures : 1) Profits  2) (Average) Invested Capital

             1) Profits : Profit before tax OR net profit (Profit after tax)

                → Profit before tax : Management’s perspective (Increments of value); Used for ROI’s and RI’s

                → Profit after tax : Shareholder’s perspective (Actual returns on their investment); Used for EVA’s

             2) Invested Capital : Total assets – current liability (Sometimes Total & Total productive assets)

                → Average figures are to be used to consider the changes in the financial position of the entity

Return on Investment (ROI)

Formula

        Return on Sales  *   Investment Turnover

Meaning
How much am I getting out of the investments?

Represents the returns (or the benefits) from the organisational investments

Enhancing ROI’s 1) Increase revenue  2) Decrease Expense  3) Reduce the assets

Advantages

Providing a single measure that offers a global evaluation

Straightforward; Represented in a % figure that is easy to interpret

The data are already available in the financial statements (or accounting systems)

Focuses on the relative performance (ROI’s are easy to compare)

Disadvantages

Encourages focusing on the short-term performances at the long-term viability

Encourages under-investments & deferring of assets (Enhancing ROI by reducing assets)

Invested capital is typically based on the historical costs

May reject projects with positive NPV’s but with ROI’s lower than the current entity status

Minimising issues?
Using ROI’s as one of the several measures to evaluate the performance

(Future financial characteristics of the projects may differ from the projected ROI’s)

Considering alternative ways of measuring invested capital (Market value than the book value)



  ❑ Sustainability Management Accounting

    ․ Sustainability : What it is
        - “Meeting the needs of the present generation, without compromising the ability of future generations” (UN)

          = Considering the Economical / Environmental / Societal impacts to the present & future generations

          = Traditionally recognised as a cost (antagonist to the efficiency & effectiveness); Currently promoted to adopt

        - 4 Reasons for the companies to (encourage) adopt the sustainability

          1) Laws & Regulations : Fines and other legal consequences from not meeting the standards (ie. Carbon tax)

          2) Voluntary Desires to enhance the sustainability : Pursuit of sustainable values

          3) Minimisation of associated risks : Not risking to loose the customers & other stakeholders

          4) Cost Reduction : Sustainability can enhance performance (ie. Recycling water to save water costs)

        - Sustainability and Management Accounting

          = Management accounting aims to resolve the sustainability concerns by providing the information that is

             relevant to the entity’s economical / environmental / social aspects

    ․ Sustainability Reports : Measurement & Communication of the sustainability
        - Independent reports to highlight the sustainability (economic / environmental / societal) concerns of the entity

        - Voluntarily adopted in Australia; Larger companies are more proactive (Impression management)

        - Key Framework : Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Three Pillar Sustainability Model, Integrated Reporting (IR)

    ․ Three Pillar Sustainability Model (★): 3 Key aspects of sustainability assessment
        - 3 Key aspects : The Triple Bottom Line (TBL; 3E & 3P)

          1) Economy – Profits : How does the entity contribute to the economic environment? (ie. Jobs, tax, products..)

          2) Environment – Planet : How does the entity contribute to the natural environment? (ie. Eco-efficiency..)

          3) Equity (Social) – People : How does the entity contribute to the social equity? (ie. Workforce, Community..)


